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ABSTRACT: Inherent variability in total knee arthroplasty loading and alignment, present in vivo
and in simulator testing, may ultimately influence polyethylene tibial insert wear and long-term
performance. The effect of this variability was quantified on implant kinematics and contact
mechanics during simulated gait loading conditionsusing semi-constrainedandunconstrainedfixed
bearing, cruciate retaining implants. A probabilistic finite elementmodel of the Stanmorekneewear
simulator was utilized to estimate the envelope of anterior–posterior (AP) and internal–external
(IE) position and contact pressure and to evaluate the variability in corresponding ranges of motion
(ROM). Variability levels were represented by standard deviations of up to 10% of the maximum
value for load inputs and 0.25 mm and 0.58 for component alignment inputs. Model predictions
comparedwellwith experimental simulator results for the semi-constrained implant, withpredicted
positional envelopes of up to 1.8mm (AP) an 3.48 (IE) for the semi-constrained and upto 2.6mm (AP)
and 3.78 (IE) for the unconstrained implant at the variability levels evaluated. ROM varied by up to
22%, while peak contact pressure variations averaged less than 2 MPa for both designs. For each
implant, loading variability was more influential during the swing phase of gait, while alignment
variability affected kinematics more during stance. The relative rank of sensitivities showed
differences between the two designs, providing insight into critical parameters affecting kinematics
and contact characteristics. � 2006 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Wiley Periodicals,

Inc. J Orthop Res 24:2212–2221, 2006
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INTRODUCTION

Potentially significant variability in total knee
arthroplasty (TKA) loading and alignment exists
in vivo, as well as in experimental knee simulator
tests. Variability has been reported both in joint
loading1–3 and resulting kinematics.4 Joint load-
ing is naturally impacted by body weight (BW);
however, even when body weight is normalized,
joint loading exhibits considerable variability. In a
gait study on natural knees, Taylor and collea-
gues1 determined peak tibiofemoral joint contact
forces between 2.97 and 3.33 BW in four patients
using a musculoskeletal lower limb model. For a
BW of 666 N, the peak force would vary by 240 N.
This study also showed that the joint force
magnitude and variability are larger during stair
climbing than during gait. Variability has also
been quantified in association with component
placement,5–8 as malalignment remains an under-

lying cause for revision surgery. In a study of 673
TKAs, Mahaluxmivala and colleagues5 reported
standard deviations of 2.38 for insert varus–
valgus (VV) angle, 3.58 for insert tilt, and 3.98 for
the femoral component flexion angle. In a study of
10 cadaveric specimens, Siston and colleagues6

measured a standard deviation of 6.58 for femoral
internal–external (IE) rotational alignment when
evaluating five different reference axes. In a
review article, Zihlmann and coworkers7 noted
that malalignment occurred in approximately 10%
to 30% of patients with observed femoral IE
alignment ranging from 68 internal to 88 external
rotation.

Similarly, variability in loading and kinematics9

and in resulting wear rates10,11 is commonly
observed in simulator testing. Force controlled
wear simulators9,12 aim to reproduce knee joint
loading to evaluate kinematics andwear of implant
designs. Component wear is related to interface
contact pressures and relative motions,13–15 and
changes in kinematics have been directly related to
wear rate in in vitro studies.10,16 McEwen and
colleagues estimated that kinematics with a 50%
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reduction in sliding distance from 0–10 mm (ante-
rior-posterior (AP) translation and�58 (IE rotation)
to 0–5 mm and �2.58, resulted in a fourfold reduc-
tion in wear rate.10 Similarly, Kawanabe and
colleagues16 observed increased (6- to 11-fold) wear
rates when including �58 of IE rotation and 0 to
12 mm of AP translation. In both simulator and in
vivo cases, the potential variability in implant
kinematics and contact mechanics likely influence
wear and ultimately long-term performance.

The aims of the present study were to develop a
probabilistic finite element (FE) model of the
Stanmorekneewear simulator capable of including
loading, alignment, and environmental variability
and to assess the impact of this variability on
predicted tibiofemoral mechanics by determining
the potential envelope of joint kinematics and
contact mechanics of a semi-constrained and an
unconstrainedTKAduring gait loading.Theeffects
of only alignment and environmental variability
have been studied previously for a single implant.17

The ranges ofmotion (ROM), because they relate to
sliding distance, provide an indication of wear
variability, while the size of the performance
envelopes provide insight into design robustness.
In addition, the sensitivity of the implant relative
position and ROM to the study variables was
assessed to identify the critical loading, alignment,
and environmental parameters affecting each
design.

In the longer term, the techniques developed in
this study can be applied to in vivo levels of
variability. The prediction of a performance envel-
ope rather than a single deterministic result
provides information about not only the level of
performance, but also the likelihood of a specific
level of performance. While studies18–20 have
applied optimization to implant design for specific
criteria, few studies21,22 have evaluated design
robustness by considering variability in the inputs
(e.g., loading, bone properties, and alignment).
Robustness is a measure of how consistently a
specific implant design performs when considering
patient variation, such as loading and constraint
variability, and small malalignments in implant
position. In the current study, the size of the
performance envelope is explored as a measure of
robustness with the approach developed providing
a platform for initial assessments of component
robustness. The determination of optimal envelope
sizes for performance measures, including kine-
matics, contactmechanics, wear, load transfer, and
joint strength, is especially difficult, as holistic
consideration of these multiple and potentially
competing measures is required.

METHODS

Finite Element Model

Explicit FE models of the fixed bearing, cruciate
retaining TKA with semi-constrained and uncon-
strained tibial inserts were developed in Abaqus/
Explicit (Abaqus, Inc., Providence, RI) to represent the
mechanical environment of the Stanmore knee simula-
tor.9,12 The semi-constrained geometry had a single
sagittal radius, while the unconstrained implant was
flat centrally with a posterior lip. The meshes and
boundary conditions of the FE model (Fig. 1) were based
on previous studies by Halloran and colleagues.23,24 The
femoral component (same for each insert) was modeled
using 20874 three-dimensional (3D) surface elements,
while eight-noded hexahedral elements (8351 for semi-
constrained, 10,878 for unconstrained) were used to
represent the tibial components.

The applied loading represented simulated gait in the
Stanmore knee simulator.12,25 A femoral flexion angle
and compressive load were applied to the femoral
component, while anAP force and IE torquewere applied
to the tibial component. The tibial component was
constrained in the inferior–superior (IS), flexion–exten-
sion (FE), and VV degrees of freedom and was free in the
medial–lateral (ML) degree of freedom. The femoral
component was constrained in AP, ML, and IE, and
unconstrained in the VV degree of freedom. The
compressive load profile was offset toward the medial
condyle to reproduce the experimental 60% to 40% load
split. Springs representing soft tissue constraint on the
knee simulator were also included in the model.12,23

Mesh convergence was verified previously.23 For
computational efficiency, the components were repre-
sented as rigid bodies with a previously verified pres-
sure–overclosure relationship that was optimized for
each implant geometry and mesh.24 Halloran and
colleagues demonstrated excellent correlation between
fully deformable and rigid body analyses under the same
loading conditionswhile reducing computation time from
�6 h to �6 min.24

Probabilistic Model

The probabilistic analyses were performed by interfa-
cing Nessus (probabilistic modeling software, Southwest
Research Institute, San Antonio, TX) and Abaqus. The
probabilistic analysis included variability in 16 nor-
mally distributed parameters, including 4 loading,
4 translational and 4 rotational alignment, and 4
experimental set-up parameters (Fig. 1, Table 1). Con-
verged results were obtained using the more efficient
Advanced Mean Value (AMV) method26,27 and the
Monte Carlo method.

Variability in the loading profiles was quantified from
published data9 by determining a range for each of the
loading profiles at 100 temporal locations throughout
the gait cycle. While the variability was presented for
6 different designs, the same loading condition was
desired for each implant and it was therefore assumed
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Figure 1. Finite elementmodel of TKR illustrating the boundary conditions and study
parameters (not shown: ML load split and m).

Table 1. Study Parameters with Mean and Standard Deviation

Parameter Description Mean Standard Deviation

Flexion Femoral flexion Profile from ISO standard25 0.118
Load Compressive axial forceProfile from Profile from ISO standard25 18.75 N
AP force AP force Profile from ISO standard25 up to 20.63 Na

IE torque IE torque Profile from ISO standard25 up to 0.37 Nma

FEax_AP AP position of femoral FE axis 0 mm 0.25 mm
FEax_IS IS position of femoral FE axis 25.4 mm 0.25 mm
IEax_AP AP position of tibial IE axis 7.62 mm 0.25 mm
IEax_ML ML position of tibial IE axis 0 mm 0.25 mm
Fem_FE Initial femoral FE rotation 08 0.58
Fem_IE Initial femoral IE rotation 08 0.58
Insert_tilt Tilt (FE rotation) of the tibial insert 08 0.58
Insert_VV VV position of the tibial insert 08 0.58
DML ML position of spring fixation 28.7 mm 0.5 mm
K Spring constant 5.21 N/mm 0.09 N/mm
ML_split ML load split (60%–40%) 60% 2.5%
m Coefficient of friction 0.04 0.01

aStandard deviations varied throughout the gait cycle.
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that a similar level of variability could be applied to a
single implant design. The standard deviation for each
parameter and location was estimated by assuming that
the experimental range represented �2s. Using the
experimental variability, the standard deviations were
nearly constant for the compressive load cycle (18.7 N)
and the femoral flexion angle (0.118), while the standard
deviations varied forAP force (up to 20.6N) and IE torque
(up to 0.37 Nm). The standard deviation as a percentage
of the maximum value in the cycle9 was 0.8% for com-
pressive load, 0.2% for flexion, 9.1% for AP force, and
4.9% for IE torque.For each loadingparameter ina single
gait analysis, one perturbation (standard normal vari-
ate) was determined and then mapped throughout the
cycle using the standard deviations at each temporal
location. This technique accounted for the different
variability levels observed throughout the gait cycle in
the AP force and IE torque.9

The translational and rotational alignment para-
meters represented variability in component alignment
in the experiment (Fig. 1, Table 1). The alignment
parameters included: the AP and IS position of the
femoral flexion axis, the AP andML position of the tibial
IE rotation axis, the initial flexion and IE rotation of the
femoral component, and the tilt and VV position of the
insert. Mean position of both implants was based on
theneutral position of the semi-constrained implant from
the simulator test. The variability in the component
alignment parameters was not readily available; it was
selected conservatively at a levelwhich could be achieved
with careful experimental practice. The standard devia-
tions were estimated as 0.25 mm and 0.58 for the
translational and rotational parameters, respectively.
This level of variability implies that 95% of the data are
within �2 standard deviations (0.5 mm and 1.08). The
experimental parameters were the load split, the ML
position of spring fixation, the soft tissue spring constant
(K), and the coefficient of friction (m). For each parameter,
themeanswere determined from the actual set-up, while
standard deviations were conservatively estimated from
the experiment. The variability in coefficient of friction
during experimental testing is not well understood, but
was approximated to capture the range reported in the
literature.28–30

The model predicted the resulting envelope (1–99
percentiles) for three performance measures: AP and IE
position of the tibial insert and contact pressure (CP). To
evaluate whether the predicted kinematic envelope was
primarily a shift in the relative position of the implant or
an actual change in themagnitude of the relativemotion,
the ROM for AP and IE positions was also computed as
the difference between minimum and maximum posi-
tions over the gait cycle.

Sensitivity factors for the AP and IE position data,
peak contact pressure, and AP and IE ROM were also
determined. The sensitivities are relative measures of
how much the performance metric was affected by
variability in each input parameter. The calculation of
sensitivity factors in theAMVmethod is complex.Briefly,
sensitivities were based on the unit vector specifying the

most probable point in the transformed standard normal
variate space. As a result, the sum of the squares of the
sensitivity factors for all of the variables unity. A more
detailed description can be found in Haldar and Maha-
devan.27 To provide straightforward ranking of the
variables, the absolute averages of the sensitivities were
calculated over thedesired region of thegait cycle. ForAP
and IE position and contact pressure, sensitivity was
separated into stance (0%–60% gait) and swing phase
(60%–100% gait), while a single value was reported for
the scalar ROM data.

RESULTS

The AP and IE kinematic results for the semi-
constrained design compared well with experi-
mental data for the implant23 obtained from force
controlled gait simulation in the knee simula-
tor9,12 (Fig. 2). The predicted envelopes of AP and
IE position showed considerable kinematic varia-
bility and were similar in size for both implants
(Figs. 2 and 3). The semi-constrained implant
position varied by up to 1.8 mm and 3.48, with
averages of 1.5 mm and 2.28, while the uncon-
strained position (Fig. 3) varied by up to 2.6 mm
and 3.78, with averages of 1.7 mm and 2.48.
Experimental data for the unconstrained implant
were unavailable for comparison. In addition, the
envelope sizes for contact pressure (Fig. 4) aver-
aged 1.5 MPa and 2.0 MPa with maximums of
2.8 MPa and 4.1 MPa for the semi-constrained and
unconstrained implants, respectively. For compar-
ison, the peak contact pressures in the semi-
constrained and unconstrained implants werr
approximately 18 and 24 MPa, respectively.

The ROM results (Table 2) highlight the relative
motion during the gait cycle. Average ROM was
larger in AP and IE for the unconstrained implant,
a result of its lesser conformity. The differences
between the 1% and 99% bounds of ROM were
0.73mm(AP) and1.78 (IE) for the semi-constrained
implant and 1.36 mm (AP) and 1.468 (IE) for
the unconstrained implant. In both cases, the
variability in ROM for AP and IE was potentially
significant, comprising 13% to 20% (semi-con-
strained) or 10% to 22% (unconstrained) of the
average ranges.

Critical sensitivity factors for AP and IE position
were similar for the two designs; however, differ-
ences were present in the relative rank (Fig. 5). For
the semi-constrained implant, insert tilt variability
(sensitivity factor, 0.88)was themost important for
affecting AP position during the stance phase, with
lesser contributions from the friction (0.24), AP
force (0.23), and femoral flexion alignment (0.20)
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variability. The same parameters were identified
for the unconstrained implant, with an increased
importance of AP force variability (0.45). In
contrast to the stance phase, swing phase posi-
tional variability was most affected by AP force
variability, with contributions from insert tilt,
compressive load, and friction. Swing phase varia-

bility in IEpositionwas dominated by the IE torque
variability (>0.90) for both implants; however,
differences were seen in the stance phase. The IE
position for the semi-constrained implant was
primarily affected by the femoral IE rotational
alignment (0.85), while the unconstrained implant
had more balanced contributions from the IE

Figure 2. Experimental AP and IE positions with model-predicted envelopes (1%–
99%) as a function of gait cycle for the semi-constrained design.

Figure 3. Model-predicted envelopes (1%–99%) for AP and IE positions as a function
of gait cycle for the unconstrained design. Experimental data were not available for
comparison.
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torque, femoral IE rotational alignment, and
friction variability (Fig. 5). Both implants exhibited
similar sensitivity factors affecting contact pres-
sure; during stance, the load split (�0.60), the
compressive load, insert VV, and friction were all
important, while compressive load (�0.90) was the
dominant parameter during swing.

For AP ROM, differences were again present in
the relative rank of critical parameters for the two
designs (Figure 6). Compressive load was more
important for the semi-constrained implant, while
friction and insert tilt were more important for the
unconstrained design.

DISCUSSION

The probabilistic model developed in this study
incorporated variability present in loading, align-
ment, and experimental set-up and predicted the
variability in performance of kinematics, contact

pressure, and ROM for the two designs under
simulated gait conditions. In comparison with
previous work, including the loading variability
increased the size of the AP and IE position
envelopes primarily during the swing phase; the
stance phase positional variability was compar-
able.17 The performance envelope size provides an
indication of the robustness of a design to input
variability. Based on the similarly sized perfor-
mance envelopes (Figs. 2–4), the robustness of the
two designs was effectively equivalent for the
loading and variability studied. Because of its
lesser conformity, intuition may lead one to believe
that the unconstrained implant would be more
robust and less affected by variable perturbations.
While the mean positions and contact pressures of
the two implants were different, their envelope
sizes were quite similar. This somewhat surpris-
ing result can be explained when considering
the sensitivity factors, which indicate that in

Figure 4. Model-predicted envelopes (1%–99%) for contact pressure as a function of
gait cycle for the semi-constrained and unconstrained implants.

Table 2. Average and Bounds (1% and 99%) of Kinematic Ranges of Motion (ROM) for the Semi-Constrained and
Unconstrained Implants

Performance metric

Semi-Constrained Implant Unconstrained Implant

Average Minimum Maximum Average Minimum Maximum

AP ROM (mm) 5.22 5.08 5.81 6.11 5.43 6.80
IE ROM (8) 8.48 7.71 9.41 13.29 12.63 14.09
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pressure (CP) for the most important variables for the semi-constrained and
unconstrained implants. Data presented in decreasing order of importance during the
stance phase.
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comparison to the semi-constrained implant the
performance of the unconstrained implant was
generally more affected by the loading and fric-
tional variability than the alignment variability.

The probabilistic approach provides a platform
for making assessments of variability in perfor-
mance, which provide useful insights into the
robustness of a design. Robustness is a relative
measure dependent on the input level of variabil-
ity. Consideration of both performance envelopes
and sensitivity factors can be incorporated in the
design evaluation process and in the development
of surgical procedures to lead hopefully to more
consistent performance outcomes.

Because the ROM data influences sliding dis-
tance, the variability in the kinematic data,
representing up to 20% for the semi-constrained
implant and 22% for the unconstrained implant,
has the potential to impact wear. McEwen and
colleagues found a fourfold reduction in wear rate
with a 50% reduction in sliding distance.10 While
the average ROM values in this study are smaller
for AP translation and comparable for IE rotation,
the nominally 20% ROM variability observed will
affect wear rate. Variability in predicted contact
pressure was smaller, averaging less than 2 MPa
for both implants, which implies that simulator
wear variability under these testing conditions is
likely due more to kinematic variability.

The sensitivity factors demonstrated the critical
parameters for the stance and swing phase position
for each implant and differentiated the two
implants with their relative rank. Insert tilt,
friction, AP force, and femoral flexion alignment
were most important to both implants during the
stancephase,with theunconstrained implantmore

dependent on the AP force variability, as expected
by the decreased conformity compared with the
semi-constrained implant. The force/torque varia-
bility (compressive load, AP force, IE torque) was
most important during swing. Stance phase IE
position sensitivity was different for the implants;
the more conforming semi-constrained was most
dependent on alignment variables (femoral IE
alignment), while the unconstrained was also
affected by friction and torque. The critical sensi-
tivity factors were also different for ROM; the AP
range for the unconstrained insert was more
dependent on friction and insert tilt, whereas the
more conforming semi-constrained was most
dependent on compressive load. Commonly varied
surgical parameters were identified as important
to the predicted position andROM, including insert
tilt31,32 and femoral IE alignment.7,33 Given the
potential range of surgical alignments, substantial
resulting performance variability may occur.

While the variability levels utilized in this
study were selected to represent a carefully
controlled experiment, they were substantially
smaller than variability measured in vivo. Joint
loading variability included standard deviations
up to 20.6 N and 0.37 Nm, which are considerably
smaller than the variability in peak tibiofemoral
joint contact forces of up to 240 N.1 The standard
deviations for component alignmentwere 0.25mm
and 0.58. Considerable component alignment
variability, both unintentional and from differing
surgical philosophy, has been quantified in the
literature. Mahaluxmivala and colleagues5 mea-
sured standard deviations of up to 48 for rotational
alignment, while Zihlmann and coworkers7

reported rotational alignment ranging from 68

Figure 6. Sensitivity of AP (left) and IE (right) range of motion for the four most
important variables.
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internal rotation to 88 external rotation. Substan-
tial variability also may be found with surgical
choices for important variables, such as implant-
ing the tibial component perpendicular to the
mechanical axis or reproducing a natural level of
posterior tibial slope.34

Substantial variability was predicted in perfor-
mance when modeling simulated gait loading
conditions with relatively small standard devia-
tions. Because of the greater variability observed in
loading and alignment in vivo, even larger kine-
matic envelopes and greater differences in ROM
are expected. The use of computer assisted surgical
systems has reduced variability in component
alignment over manual techniques.35,36 The prob-
abilistic approach, if coupled with a more realistic
representation of the in vivo loading conditions, can
be used to evaluate potential benefits associated
with reduced alignment variability using computer
assisted techniques. A quantitative understanding
of the performance variability and key variables
affecting it can also be usefulwhen evaluating TKA
designs for a population of patients.

Several limitations in this analysis may impact
the presented results. The standard deviation
levels for the loading parameters were based on
the spread in data between six established
implants.9 By selecting a constant perturbation
level for each loading profile in each probabilistic
trial, the loading variability was appropriately
captured; however, higher order shifting and
scaling affects through the gait cycle were not
considered. Although a carefully controlled in
vitro environment is desired to provide experi-
mental validation ofmodel predictions, simplifica-
tion of the soft-tissue restraint (springs all within
transverse plane) limits the significance of VV
implant positioning, which is important in vivo.
Because this study is based on a simulator, the
contributions of joint loading and alignment on
kinematics and contact mechanics can be isolated.
In reality, patient geometry and component
placement are directly linked to joint loading.
Further enhancement of the FE model represen-
tation has the potential to link loading and
geometry to provide a more accurate assessment
of in vivo conditions.

In conclusion, this study has quantified the
effects of variability in loading, component align-
ment, and environment on simulated TKA joint
mechanics. At the variability levels evaluated, the
predicted envelopes and ROMs have the potential
to impact component performance, including wear.
While these findings are based on experimental
wear simulator conditions, the approach developed

can be used to evaluate the performance and
robustness of implant designs when subject to the
greater levels of variability in surgical alignment
and loading conditions observed in vivo.
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